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1. INTRODUCTION 
As part of the UNDPIFAO programme GL0/82/002 the R I V  "Dr. 
Fridtjof Nansen" undertook three surveys of Pakistari waters 
between September 1983  and June 1 9 8 4 :  
Survey I. 5 - 1 6  September 1983 
Survey I I  20 January-2 February 1984 
Survey 111 2-12 Jiine 1984  
The research work was conducted in a cooperation between the 
Institute of Marine Research, Bergen and the Marine Fishcries 
Department, Karachi. The survey coverage was in each case 
about t he  same with transects 10-15 n , m .  apart from the 15-20 m 
deptk line out to 5-10 n.m. off the slope of the continental 
shelf, The distance sailed was about 2000 n.m. in ench 
survey. Figure 1 shows cruise tracks, hydrographicnl p r o f i l e s  
and fishing stations from survey T. The coverage wns sirriiJ:ir 
in the other surveys. T r i  addition to fish hiomas:; est:imrit-iori 
by acoustic instrumentation, in each cruise between 4(1 and 90 
trawl fishing stations were worked for campl-ing and Sot-tom C i s h  
~~ssessments. Aboeit 20 hy drog rap hi.^ stations were o c c u p i . ~ d  ;ri 
Tour t r a n s e c t s  ~ a c h  cruise. Preliminary cruise report,.: w p r  q 
issued after the completion of ~ a c h  curvey. 
General fealrures 
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1:quitor are geriero1.I.y f ; r o m  east t o  west:.  ?%.is ( : i . r c : t . ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ i . c ) ~ 1  
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strength in February and subsides in April. The coast of 
Pakistan, however, is most of the year influenced by the 
high-salinity surface water formed by the strong excess of 
evaporation in the central and northern Arabian Sea. This 
results in eastflowing current along the Makran coast and 
southflowing along the Sind coast. From November to January 
low salinity water from the Bay of Bengal flows along the 
western coast of India and penetrates into the coastal waters 
of Pakistan and a reverse current pattern ocassionally occur. 
Situation during the present investigations 
Figs. 2-4 show the vertical distribution of temperature, 1 
salinity and oxygen in three sections off the Pakistan coast in l 
September, June and January. The sections from September and I 
June represent the SW monsoon situation while that from January l 
represent the NE monsoon type of distribution. 
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Hydrographic section: 
Astola Island - C .  
The surface temperature during the SW monsoon season is 28'- 
29'~ while during the NE monsoon it is 22'-23'~. In January 
there is a homogeneous , we11-mixed upper layer reaching to 
about 150 m compared to about 20 m in June and September. Off 
the Sind coast the effect of the fresh water outflow from the 
River Indus can clearly be seen in the September section 
(Fig. 2). A similar effect was observed during the same month 
in Sonmiani Bay (Fig. 3). 
In September water of low oxygen contents covered substantial 
parts of the continental shelf. Along the Makran Coast the 
2ml/l isoline was observed at 20-30 m depth (Figs. 3-41 while 
off the Indus delta the fresh water outflow caused this isoline 
to reach to about 15 m. In June the 2 ml11 isoline was situated 
around 150m and in January from 150 to 250m. As a result of 
the increased vertical mixing in January, water of  o'xygen 
content higher than 4 ml11 was occupying the upper 100 m. 
3. FISH DISTRIBUTION 
The acoustic observations and the trial fishing of the surveyc 
can provide descriptions of the distributton of the fish. 
These are roughly classified in "small pelagic schooli-ng fish" 
and "predominantly demersal (bottom) fish". The acoustic 
method is unfortunately not well suited for assessment of large 
pelagic fish such as tunas and these are not included. 
3.1 Small pelagic fish 
hong these the following are important: 
Anchovies or sardine-like fish which include cardinellas, 
rainbow sardine, a.0. Jack rnackerels of various species. 
Spanish mackerels. Ponyfish and hairtails which occur 
in abundance both in mid water and at the bottom, 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the small. pelagic fisl-i 
during the three surveyc. In all of the coverages the fish was 
found distributed within the shcl f"  nreas and no recordings were 
made further offshore. 
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Figure 5. Relative distribution of the various types of small 
pelagic fish. (The scales are not directly comparable between 
the surveys.) 
3 , l . l  First survey 
The predominant species at the Makran coast was rainbow sardine 
(Dussumieria acuta). The fish occurred in scattering layers 
and small schools in daytime at depths between 20-40 m, just 
off the bottom. During nighttime it was observed both as 
scattering layers and small schools at the surface. It ranged 
in length from 18-20 cm. Catch rates of rainbow sardines up to 
3.7 tonnes per hour were obtained in pelagic night hauls. 
Other pelagic fish species were scarce in the Makran area, but 
scads (Decapterus spp.) and hardtail scad (Megalaspis cordyla) 
were caught in limited numbers at some few trawl stations. 
Off Sind concentrations of pelagic fish were found in three 
localities. At the inner end of the Indus Swatch very dense 
recordings of anchovy (Stolephorus cp.) were obtained in 
mixture with juvenile rainbow sardine. The fish was distri- 
buted in large schools or scattering layers at depths between 
surface and 20 m over 30-40 m bottom depth, but the extension 
of the area was limited to 2-3 square nautical miles. Quanti- 
ties of bottom fishes - rays, sharks, grunts and croakers - 
were feeding on these concentrations. 
Scattering layers and small schools of rainbow sardine, ranging 
from 10-20 cm in length, were observed in two localities off 
Sind at bottom depths between 60 and 80 m. During the day the 
fish occurred in small schools close to the bottom, at night it 
dispersed into a scattering layer at 30-40 m depth. 111 the 
Sind area the maximum catch rate of pelagic fish was about 
500 kg per hour in the pelagic trawl. 
3.1.2 Second survey 
Along the Makran coast the recowdings of pelagic fish were 
scattered. Around Astola Island some good recordings of the 
scad (Decapterus russelli) and the anchovy (Thryssa s p . )  were 
made. 
Also along the Sind coast the recordings of pelagic fish were 
generally low with a few exceptions. South of Karachi some 
dense concentrations of the anchovy (Stolephorus sp.) were 
observed. At the southernmost coast some good recordings of 
sardinella (Sardinella sindensis) were made. The two other 
areas of some more dense recordings were made up by ponyfish 
(Leiognathus sp.). 
3.1.3 Third survey 
Along the Makran coast pelagic fish distribution was scattered. 
The anchovies Thryssa mystax, T. vitrirostris, T. dussumieri, 
rainbow sardine (Dussumieria acuta) blacktip sardinella (L 
elanura), ponyfish (Gazza minuta) and spanish mackerels 
(Scombersmorus commersoni, S. guttatus) were frequently 
recorded in the catches. 
Somewhat denser concentrations were recorded in the Sonmiani 
Bay, where a pelagic trawl station gave an almost clean catch 
of ponyfish ((Leiognathus sp.). In the inner end of the Indus 
Swatch the denser pelagic recordings probably contained a 
mixture of Indian oil sardine (Sardinella longiceps), 
goldstripe sardinella (S. gibbosa) , anchovy (Thryssa 
duscumieri), rainbow sardine (Dussumieria acuta), scad 
(Decapterus russelli), ponyfish (Leiognathus sp., Gazza minuta) 
and Spanish mackerel Scomberomorus koreanus), which all were 
present in the bottom trawl catches in the area. 
In the denser concentrations off Sind and outside Karachi, the 
indian ilisha (Ilisha melastoma), ponyfish (Leiognathus sp.), 
rainbow sardine (Dussumieria acuta), anchovy (Thryssa sp., T. 
7
dussumieri, T. vitrirostris), barracuda (Sphyraena putnamiae), 
gold-stripe sardinella (S. gibbosa) , and indo-pacific spanish 
mackerel (Scomberomorus guttatus) were present both in pelagic 
and bottom trawl catches. 
10 
3 , 2  Bottom fish 
The most common demersal fish in Pakistan waters are hairtails 
(Trichiuridae), (also cornmon in mid-water) croakers 
(Sciaenidae), grunts (Pomadasyidae) rays, catfishes (Ariidae), 
breams (Nemipteridae) and jack mackerels (Carangidae). A large 
number of other types of fish also occur. Figure 6 shows the 
relative distribution of the bottom fish as recorded during the 
three surveys. (See page 11). 
3.2.1 First survey 
Relatively dense patches were observed several places along the 
Makran coast while the recordings off Sind were more scattered. 
At the Makran coast the concentrations of bottom fishes were 
predominated by hairtails (Trichiurus lepturus and Leptura- 
canthus savala) which made up the bulk of the catches in the 
area. The hairtails were observed as weak scattering layer 
both at the bottom and in midwater over bottom depths ranging 
from 25-30 m to the edge of the shelf. Grunts (Pomadasys sp. 
and croakers (Otholithes ruber a.0.) were also frequently 
caught in the bottom trawl hauls but in significantly less 
quantities than hairtails. Catch rates up to 6 tonnes per hour 
trawling were experienced. 
Off Sind, both the recording and the catches of bottom fish 
were more variable than at the Makran coast. In most of the 
investigated area the abundance was found to be low, and dense 
patches of fish were found only at two localities, in southern 
Sonmiani Bay and at the inner end of the Indus Swatch. In 
Sonmiani Bay catfish was the predominant scatterer, while 
small-sized croakers and grunts together with hairtails and 
rays made up the bulk of the catches off the Indus delta. 
Catch rates up to 16 tonnes per hour were obtained in bottom 
trawl hauls. On the outer banks off Sind, catch rates were low 
and variable and the threadfin bream (Nemipterus japonicus) was 
- 
a major constituent . 
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3 . 2 . 2  Second survey 
The catches along the Makran coast were dominated by rays and 
ca tfish (Arius sp. ) . The seabream (Argyrops spinifer), 
grunts (Pomadasys hasta), Pomadasys stridens) and sharks alco 
made significant contributions to the catches. 
In Sonmiani Bay the catfish (Arius sp.) dominated the catches. 
Significant contributions came from the threadfin bream 
(Nemipterus japonicus) and the false trevally (Lactarius 
lactarius). 
Along the Sind coast the catches of bottom fish were nearly 
exclusively made up by the threadfin breams (Nemipterus 
metopias and N. japonicus with the first as the most important. 
3 . 2 . 3  Third survev 
Along the eastern part of the Makran coast catch rates were 
relatively higher and hauls up to 7.5 tonnes per hour trawling 
were experienced. The hairtails (Trichiurus lepturus), 
catfish, seabreams (Acanthopagurus sp.) and croakers (Pennahia 
sp.) dominated the catch. Except for one trawl station, giving 
4 tonnes per hour trawling, fish density on the western Makran 
coast was low. The larger catch in this area contained about 
30% grunters (Pomadasyc commersoni) with trevallies (Lactarius 
lactarius), croaker (Otolithes ruber) and catfish, as secondary 
components. 
The recordings all along the Sind coast were generally 
scattered while limited areas with higher densities were found 
in the Sonmiani Bay. 
At the Sind coast, the concentrations of bottom fish were 
dominated by hairtails (Trichiurus lepturus), threadfin bream 
(Nemipterus japonicus), catfish (Arius sp.), grunters 
(Pomadasys maculatus), lizardfish (Saurida tumbil), Indian 
driftfish (Ariomma indica), croakers (Argyrosomus sp.), 
snappers (Lutjanus malabaricus) and groupers (Epinephelus 
diacanthus). Catch rates were generally low, 100-500  kg per 
hour trawling, with a maximum at St. no. 1 1 3 ,  outside Karachi, 
of 1 . 6  tonnes pr. hour. 
In the Sonmiani Bay the bottom trawl catches was dominated by 
the threadf ish bream (Nemipterus japonicus) , hairtails 
(Trichiurus lepturus), croaker (Otolithes ruber), and catfish 
(Ancharius brevibarbis). Catch rates of 0 . 5 - 1 . 1  tonnes per 
hour trawling were usual in this area. 
4. Recults of fishing operations 
A summary of all fishing stations during the three surveys is 
as follows: 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast 
Survey Survey 
I I1 111 I I1 111 
Bottom trawl 
No. Stations 25 47 1 5  1 9  37 1 5  
Mean catch kg. 1 3 9 0  7 2 3  2206  2197 537 468 
Pelagic trawl 
No. Stations 6  1 4  8 1 0  7  
Mean catch kg. 2356 430 517 490 167 
One should note that the fishing operations as part of an 
acoustic survey first of all represent efforts to identify the 
resources. The results and especially the mean catches cannot 
therefore be interpreted as indications of catch rates of a 
commercial fishery. This would normally be concentrated in 
areas of the highest available catch rates. The results of 
this trial fishing particularly those from bottom trawling 
give, however, good indications of the composition of the fich 
resources and the highest catch rates may indicate the rates to 
be expected from a fishery. 
When placed arbitrarily, bottom trawl hauls can also be used to 
estimate the total biomass of demersal resources. Such a 
system was worked during part of Survey 11, and these data will 
here be used only for indicating the overall composition of the 
resources and not as indications of the catches. 
4.1 Composition by families in pelagic trawl hauls 
Table 1 shows the catch data for the 36 hauls with the pelagic 
trawl from all surveys. Jellyfish and a few incidental species 
are excluded. Hairtails, lantern fish, ponyfish, sardine-like 
fish and jacks occurred in more than 20 percent of the hauls, 
but also anchovies had a wide occurrence. The bulk of the 
catches consisted of sardine-like fish and hairtails, 28% each, 
followed by ponyfish with 1 6 % .  The sardine-like fish also gave 
the highest mean catch, nearly 900 kg/hr. This was the result 
of two large catches of rainbow-sardine (Dussumieria acuta) off 
the Makran Coast. Catch rates in pelagic trawl is, however, of 
relatively limited interest. Also the catch composition will 
largely be determined by choise of targets for this type of 
aimed fishing. Thus in previous surveys anchovies have domi- 
nated the pelagic catches. 
Table 1. Distribution of catches by families in 36 pelagic 
trawl hauls. 
% incidence in Mean % of 















4.2 Composition by families in bottom trawl hauls, all surveys 
An indication of the occurrence of the most common types of 
bottom fishes in the whole area of the Pakistan shelf is 
provided by Table 2, which includes the data from all the 1 5 7  
bottom trawl hauls from all surveys. Hairtails is the most 
common form occurring in 3 / 4  of all catches and representing 
about 1 1 4  of the total catch. Croakers is found in about 
60 percent of the catches and represent 1 4  percent of the total 
catch. Grunts follow with 70 percent occurrence and 10 percent 
of the total catch. These three families of fishes alone 
represent nearly 50 percent of the total catch. Also rays, 
catfishes, and breams have both a wide distribution and are 
relatively abundant, while jacks and seabreams also have a 
relatively wide distribution, but are less abundant, More than 
1 4  other families are represented each within 1-2 percent of 
Table 2. Distribution of most common family groups in catches 
of 1 5 7  bottom trawl hauls. 
% incidence in Mean % of 
















Mean total catch 1 0 5 4  
itle total catches, some of which are commercially important, 
such as sharks, barracudas, groupers, congers etc. 
4.3. Distribution and composition of bottom trawl catches, 
Makran Coast 
Table 3 gives the composition of catches by family groups and 
by sizes of catche,~ from Survey I. Also the mean catch of 
various types of fish and the means by depth strata is 
estimated, together with the overall mean. 
Table 3. Distribution of catches by family groups, Makran Coast, Survey I. 
Demersal trawl. 
% incidence % of Mean catch in bottom depth strata 
in total no. Mean total No. hauls: 7 14 4 O 
of hauls catch catch <20m 20-50m 50-100m >100m 
Hairtails 
(Trichiuridae) 96 935 7 3 75 1165 1394 O 
Croakers 
(Sciaenidae) 76 220 14 34 137 502 O 
Catf ishes 
(Ar iidae) 7 2 4 2 2 
Grunt s 
(Pomadasyidae) 60 
Ray s 5 2 50 2 
Ceabreams 
(Sparidae) 5 6 48 2 
Congers 16 8 7 1 
Groupers 4 O 2 2 1 4 11 9 O 
Sharks 28 25 1 
Shrimp 20 34 1 
Other fish 3 7 1 
Mean total catch 1247 
The by far dominant group is hairtails occurring in nearly all 
catches and representing more than 70 percent of the total 
catch. The highest mean catches about 1.4 tonnes are obtained 
in the depth strata 50-100 m. Also most of the other groups 
listed are widely distributed, but only croakers represent an 
appreciable part of the catch, 14 percent, again with highest 
catch rates in the 50-100 m depth range. The overall mean 
catch is 1.2 tonneslhr., but nearly 2 tonneslhr. in the 50-  
100 m depth range. The three highest catches about 9 tonnesl 
hr., 6.7 tonnes hr. and 6.3 tonneslhr. consisted of hairtails. 
Table 4 gives similar data for Survey 111. Again hairtails and 
croakers are most comrnon and abundant, but catfishes and grunts 
also make up appreciable parts of the catches followed by rays, 
Table 4. Distribution of catches by main family groups, Makran Coast, Survey 111. 
Demersal trawl. 
- -P- 
% incidence % of Mean catch in bottom depth strata 
in total no. Mean total No. hauls: 5 8 2 O 
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(Muraenesocidae) 60 8 O 2 
Groupers 
(Serranidae) 4 7 101 2 
Mean total catch 2207 3118 1971 86 9 O 
seabreams and threadfin breams. The mean total catch rate was 
2.2 tonnes, but with higher catch rates in the shallow water 
range ((20 m). The highest catch rates included two of 7.5 
te,nnes/hr. of hairtails, croakers 'and others and two of 4 
connes, one of hairtails, croakers and others and one of 
grunts,, false trevally and others, all in shallow waters. 
4 . 4  Distribution and composition of bottom trawl catches, 
Sonmiani Bay and Sind Coast 
Table 5 gives the distribution by families of the bottom trawl 
hauls from this eastern part of the Pakistan shelf during 
Survey I. 
' Idbie 5. D i s t r i b u t i o n  by fami ly  groups ,  Sind Coast ,  Survey I ,  demersal  t r a w l ,  
19 h a u l s .  
% % Mean c a t c h  i n  bottom dep th  s t r a t a  
i n c i d e n c e  of No, o f  
i n t o t a l  Mean t o t a l  h a u l s :  7 7 3 
no. h a u l s  c a t c h  c a t c h  <20m 20-50m 50-100m >100m 
Croakers  
( S c i a e n i d a e )  7 9 638 23 118 724 597 3 O 
Grunt s 
(Pomadasyidae) 47 966 2 1 
i Ray s 3 2 963 14 O 134 69 1 O 
I I a i r t a i l s  
( T r i c h i u r i d a e )  6 3  330 1 O 6 152 4 1 3  O 
Catf  i s h e s  
(Ar i idae)  2 1 572 6 3 326 O 
J a c k s  
(Carangidae)  3 2 293 4 O 9 O 161  O 
Threadf i n n s  
(Po1,ynemidae) 3 7 
F a l s e  t r e v a l l y  
(Zac t a r i d a e )  4 7 129 3 
Breams 
(Nemipter idae)  5 3  122 3 O 14 149 2 5 
IndPan h a l i b u t s  
( P s e t t o d i d a e )  2 1 289 3 O 108 5 7 O 
Seabreams 
(Spar idae)  2 6 130 2 
Mean of t o t a l  c a t c h  2197 181  3066 2753 216 
In these catches croakers and grunts dominate (together 
44 percent) and are also widely spread on the shelf. Rays and 
hairtals are also common followed by catfishes and jacks. The 
mean total catch rate is 2.2 tonneslhr. but about 3 tonnes/hr. 
in the depth ranges 20-50 m and 50-100 m. The highest catch 
rates, 16 tonneslhr. were obtained in two hauls off the Indus 
delta giving mainly croakers, grunts and hairtails. 
Table 6 shows the catch data for the most common groups in 
Survey 111. Compared with Survey I catch rates are very low, 
reduced by 314 or 415.  
Table 6. Distribution by family groups, Sind Coast, Survey 111, demersal trawl, 
15 hauls. 
- - - - 
% % Mean catch in bottom depth strata 
incidence of No. of 
in total Mean total hauls: 1 4 7 3 
no. hauls catch catch <20m 20-50m 50-100m >100m 
I Threadfin breams (Nemipteridae) 60 172 
Hairtails 
I (Trichuridae) 87 80  l Croakers 
(Sciaenidae) 40 13 7 
l Anchovies (Engraulidae) 27 83  
Grunt s 
(Pomadasyidae) 60 35 
Catf ishes 
I (Ariidae) 4 7 38 
.Jacks 
(Carangidae) 67 3 0 
I False trevally (Lactaridae) 33 38 
1 Pony fish 
1 (Leiognatidae) 47 3 O 3 O 2 2 2 15 
Ray s 4 7 3 1 3 12 4 7 O 3 
I Sharks l 
Snappers 
I (Lutj anidae) 20 4 4 2 O 2 1 O 15 
1 Lizardfish 
(Synodontidae) 47 24 2 O O 20 7 
I 
l Mean of total catch 468 183 812 340 404 
Threadfin breams, hairtals and croakers are most comrnon and 
represent about 50 percent of the catch, but a very large 
number of other groups, more than 27 are represented in the 
catches. The indications are that at this season, even the 
Eorms of high abundance are not found in aggregations. The 
highest catch rates 1.5, 1.0 and 0.7 tonnes pr. hour were 
obtained in Sonmiani Bay giving hairtails, threadfin breams and 
croakers. 
4 . 6  Discussion of the composition of the fish fauna of the 
Pakistan Shelf 
Judged by the limited information from the fishing trials with 
pelagic trawl, sardine-like fish, hairtails, ponyfish and 
anchovies represent the bulk of fish found in mid-water. 
Previous surveys have as mentioned above shown anchovies to be 
perhaps the most abundant component of the pelagic community. 
There is, however, no clear distinction of forms belonging to 
the pelagic and the demersal communities, especially in shallow 
waters. Hairtails, ponyfish, jacks and anchovies are commonly 
caught both in pelagic and in demersal trawls. 
The most common group of fish on the Pakistan shelf is the 
hairtails. They dominate the bottom trawl catches especially 
on the Makran Coast with relatively high catch rates, means 
frequently exceeding 1 tonnelhr. both in the post-monsoon (1st 
survey) and monsoon-period (3rd survey). Hairtails occur 
commonly also on the eastern part of the shelf, but in less 
abundance , particularly in the monsoon period when bottom f ish 
in general seems inclined to scatter. 
The next most common form along the whole coast is croakers for 
which mean catch-rates at times exceeded 500 kg/hr. The third 
place in distribution and abundance is more or less shared 
between grunts, rays, catfishes and threadfin breams. Other 
important representatives in the fauna with a wide distribu- 
tion, but less general abundance are sea breams, jacks, 
congers, groupers, sharks and snappers. Shrimps occur in many 
catches, but the type of trawl used is not well adapted to 
shrimp fishing and the data are thus not suited for an analysis 
of this comnercially important group. 
5. ASSESSMENT OF BIOMASS 
1 The surveys provide data for quantitative estimates of the fish 
usually expressed as tonnes of standing biomass. The most 
i important data derive from the acoustic system, but the traw- ling programme of Survey I1 also provide a basis for an esti- 
niate of demersal fish biomass. 
I 
5 . 1  The acoustic method and its limitations 
The most favourable conditions for acoustic research are when 
the main fish biomass aggregates in dense concentrations, the 
various species does not form spatia1 mixtures, and the 
presence of plankton does not screen the fish registrations on 
the echosounder. Unfortunately the conditions in Pakistan are 
far from any of these ideal conditions. Most of the biomass 
forms scattered distributions, with only very few dense 
patches; at most locations the variety of species is great and 
at times the plankton screens hinder an accurate estimation of 
the rather scattered fish densities. All this are factors 
which lowers the precision of the acoustic estimates. By l 
curvey repitition one can, however, partly offset these limi- i 
tations. In addition to the three surveys described in this 1 I 
report, results from a number of similar previous surveys are I i 
available for comparison. 1 
5.2 The acoustic estimates of biomass 
I 
The total estimates by regions and surveys are given in 
Table 7.  
Table 7 .  Total estimates of biomass, survey I - I11 
(thousand tonnes). 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast Total 
Survey I - 5-16 Sep 8 3  450  600 1050  
Survey I1 - 20 Jan-2 Feb 8 4  1 5 0  
Survey I11 - 2-12 June 8 4  300  700 l 0 0 0  
The total of all Pakistan is estimated to 1050, 650 and 1000 
thousand tonnes during the three surveys respectively, average 
900 thousand tonnes. 
Split on regions the Makran coast is estimated to hold 450, 150 
and 300 thousand tonnes during the three surveys and the 
corresponding figures for the region from Sonmiani Bay to Sind 
Coast are 600, 500 and 700 thousand tonnes. Average estimates 
are 300 thousand tonnes for the Makran Coast and 600 thousand 
tonnes for Sonmiani Bay - Sind. 
We have no supporting information to explain the decrease in 
biomass during the second survey, which in fact goes contrary 
to the expected seasonal tendency based on previous surveys. 
Part of the decrease can be due to a migration of fish outside 
the Pakistan EEZ. It seems very likely, in fact, that some of 
Pakistans fish stocks, particularly from the pelagic community 
are shared with neighbouring states. 
It might also be possible, however, that the resources are 
considerably underestimated during the second survey due to 
bias introduced through the survey setup. As the first and 
last survey are in closer agreement, we consider them as more 
representative for the actual biomass level. To conclude the 
general biomass picture, we suggest the following figures as 
representative for the level of the resources. Rounded 
figures, thousand tonnes: 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast Total 
Due to the dominant presence of hairtails both in the pelagic 
and in the demersal fish comrnunities it has been difficult to 
split the total biomass into the categories small pelagic fish 
and demersal fish as usually done in the course of the surveys. 
Through a post-analysis of the acoustic records and the compo- 
sition in the katches we have set up approximate figures to 
express the relative weight of small pelagic and demersal fish 
in the total fish estimates. These are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8. Approximate ratios in percent between pelagic and 
demersal biomass by regions and surveys. 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast Total 
Survey I 65: 35 
Survey I1 80:20 
Survey I11 50: 50 
Average rounded figures based on the first and last survey will 
be: 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast Total 
Small pelagic 55% 65% 60% 
Demersal 45% 35% 40% 
Applying these ratios to the total biomass figures above, one 
comes up with the following estimates. Thousand tonnes: 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast Total 
Small pelagic 190 420 600 
Demersal 
Total 
As mentioned above, due to a general picture with many inter- 
mingling species both in the demersal and in the pelagic 
communities, the precision of these estimates are likely to be 
relatively low. Based on experience from similar surveys we 
would therefore recommend the use of a 25% range above and 
below these values within which the true figure is likely to 
be. One could also expect that this would take account of any 
irlisin factors of bias in the results. For fishery development 
purposes it is advisable to use the most conservative of these 
estimates and rather adjust these in the course of later 
imgroved estimates. 
'It can thus be concluded that the standing fish biomass on the 
Pakistan skelf in 1983/84 is estimated to have been as follows 
(thousand tonnes): 
Sonmiani Bay 
Makran Coast Sind Coast . Total 
Small pelagic 140-240 320-520 450-750 
Demersal 120-200 170-290 300-500 
Total 260-440 490-810 750-1250 
"Dr. Fridtjof Nansen" has carried out previous surveys in 
Pakistan waters. In 1975-76 five coverages were made under the 
Indian Ocean Programme covering the whole Arabian Sea. In 1977 
five surveys were carried out covering the Pakistan shelf. 
During the first series of surveys the total biomass varied 
between 330 and 1110 thousand tonnes with 620 thousand tonnes 
as an average. During the second series, in 1977, the total 
biomass was estimated from 250 to 1300 thousand tonnes, with 
630 thousand as an average figure. These results have a wider 
range than found in the surveys described here and they include 
come very low estimates of biomass. These may partly reflect 
seasonal changes in biomass caused by fluctuations in short- 
lived species and by migrations outside the area. But one has 
also observed in this area and on the SW coast of India an 
on-shore as well as in off-shelf migration of fish caused by 
upwebling during the SW monsoon, which may bring part of the 
resources outside the range of the surveys. The extent of this 
migration is likely to vary from year to year. As a whole it 
is thought, therefore, that the results of previous surveys 
tend to support the present findings. 
Estimates of average densities on the shelf can be useful in 
2 
comparative studies. The shelf off Makran is 3380 nm and that 
2 from Sonmiani Bay to Sind is 9390 nm . This gives densities of 
77-129 tonnes/nm2 for Makran and 53-88 tonnes/nm2 for the 
Sonmiani - Sind region. Average values for the whole Paki-stan 
2 
shelf is 59-98 tonneslnm . 
For comparison similar studies fram other regions of the world, 
from surveys carried out with the R / V  "Fridtjof Nansen" with 
the same methodology, have given the following average densi- 
2 ties (tonnes/nm ) .  
West Sahara, Senegal, Guinea: 100-110 
Northeast Somalia 90 
Mauritania 75 
Ivory Coast, Ghana : 60-80 
Tanzania, Mocambique : 30-40 
Burma, Bangladesh 25 
Kenya 1 8  
The shelf off Pakistan thus belongs among the richer regions in 
terms of standing stock per unit area. 
5.3 Trawl survey estimates 
During the second survey, upon request from Department of 
Fisheries, Karachi, a programme of non-aimed trawling at 
preselected locations was carried out. 82 stations were worked 
and on the basis of these, an estimate of the demersal biomass 
have been calculated by the swept-area metlrod. Applying a 
catchability coefficient equal to 1.0, i. e. assumi-ng that a l  l 
the fish in the path of the trawl are caught, one obtaines a 
total estimate of 250 thousand tonnes of demersal fish for the 
shelf off Pakistan. Pelagic fish have been. excluded from the  
calculations when present in the bottom traw'l catches. A 
catchability coefficient equal to 1.0 tends to give quite 
conservative estimates. In addition, some of the demersal fish 
is outside the 6 meter vertical bottom interval swept by the 
bottom trawl. Thus the 250 thousand tonnes estimated from the 
trawl survey is in fair agreement with the 260-440 tonnes of 
demersal fish estimated from the acoustic surveys. 
Q. EVALUATION OF THE RESOURCE POTENTIALS OF PAKISTAN 
The biomass estimates represent important information for 
evaluating the total potentials of the resources. For this 
purpose the composition of the biomass needs to be considered 
and compared to that of the catches. The available data permit 
orily a rough assessment. If the main forms covering up to 
70-80 percent of the biomass is included, the composition will 
be as follows: 
Total fish biomacs (1000 tonnes) and its main components: 
Pelagic community Demersal community 
450-750 300-500 
Anchovies Hairtails 
Sardine-like fish Croakers 
Hairtails Catfishes 
Ponyf ish Grunt s 
Rays 
Breams 
The officially reported fish landings of Pakistan for 1981. are 
chown by main groups of species in Table 9. 
Fish landings do not necessarily reflect the composition of the 
catches since undesirable forms are often discarded at sea. 
Thus a considerable part of the fish by-catch in the 30 000 
tonnes shrimp fishery must be discarded, and the total catch of 
demersal fish is probably appreciably higher than the recorded 
landings. Information on this by-catch should be taken into 
account in further evaluations. 
For the pelagic forms, however, one can note that the total 
landings of these types (oil sardine, mackerel, carangids, 
jacks, barracudas) amounts to less than 80 000 tonnes. This 
may be compared with a total biomass estimate of between 450 
and 750 060 tonnes for small pelagic fish. Within this total 
group there is no doubt a considerable potential for increased 
catches. The additional potential would first of all be for 
anchovies, but there is likely to be underutilized resources 
also within the sardine types of fish. 
Table 9. Nominal landings of marine fish in Pakistan 
by main species or groups 1981, (Source Table E4, FAO 
Yearbook of Fishery Statistics vol. 52). 
Tonnes 2 
Indian oil sardine 56 346 22 
Skates and rays 44 705 17 
Natantia decapods (shrimp) 30 O00 11 
Sharks 18 193 7 
Croakers, drums 16 657 6 
Sea catfishes 10 269 4 
Dorab wolf-herring 9 581 4 
Kawakawa Euthynnus 8 212 3 
King mackerel 7 490 3 
Mullets 7 018 3 
Carangids (not identified) 5 807 2 
Largehead Hairtail 5 O00 2 
Grunt s 4 339 2 
Jacks, crevalles 3 987 2 
Hilsa 3 923 1 
Barracudas 3 606 1 
Black pomfret 3 273 1 
Groupers 3 300 1 
Seabreams 3 099 1 
Conger eels 3 065 1 
Snappers 2 313 1 
Fourfinger threadfin 2 002 1 
Others 9 354 4 
Total marine catch 261 539 
For the demersal forms the 1981 landings of the six most common 
forms which comprise about 3/4 of the biomass of 300-500 000 
tonnes, was about 80 000 tonnes. Even if some of these forms 
are part of a shrimp by-catch and discards, there is still 
likely to be room for significant increases of catch within 
this group. The additional potential would first of all be for 
hairtails, but there is likely to be room for increased catches 
als0 of croakers, catfishes, grunts and breams. 
The survey information do not permit any evaluation of the 
state of exploitation of the most comrnon forms in the Pakistan 
fishery, such as oil sardine, rays, shrimp and sharks. The 1 
conclusions that have been drawn above are of a general nature. 
In order to be of use in a fishery development context they I 
should be supplemented by more specific information on the 
resources, their catchability and distribution in time and 
space. Some of the detailed catch data from the surveys are 
appended to this report. Similar data are available from 
l 
previous surveys. The descriptions of the distribution of the 
resources presented under Section 3 above may also be of 
interest in this context. 
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CRuISE NO. l. 5-16. SEPTEMBER 1983. 
TInE STN GEAR -il~fl~-1.R]- - - ~ ~ ~ f  i&4-- CATCH (KG) YEIGTH (KG) 
1 EPTE C T i R T  #o. TYPE BUTTON GEAR LATIT. LUNSIT. TOTAL PR HR DUI!#ANT SPECIES PR HR Y, 
48.W 1225 11 ET 15 15 N25 O&' E063 13' 7b,1 152,2 Gymnura sp, 72,00 47,; 
I Lepturacanthus saval a 44,00 26'2 
Epinephelus diacanthus 30,00 19,7 
Arius sp 7,bO 4,9 
Q8.09 1705 12 ET 20 20 N25 03' E063 25' 130,9 277,0 Lepturacanthus savala 120,OO 43,1 
Arius sp 83,80 30, i 
Caran jo ides  talawparoides 12,50 4,4 
Ar jyrops spin i f  er  11,90 4,2 
34 N24 59' E063 29' 1590,3 3100,b JELLYFISH 
iepturacanthus savala 
b8 t424 59' E063 46' b17,0 1235,b Pennahia sp. 
Lepturacanthus saval a 
20 N24 58' E063 40' 10,0 20,0 JELLYFISH 




12 N25 09' E064 07' 4b,6 93,2 NURAENESOXIDAE 60,00 b4,3 
Lepturacanthus sa ra l a  40,00 42,. 
Sysnura sp. 28,60 30,0 
Arius sp 6,20 b,b 
25 W24 59' EOb4 15' 525,7 1051,4 SZIBENIDAE 100,00 ?! 5 
Parapenaeopsi s s t y l i  f e r a  9b,40 0,2 
Epinephelus diacanthus 69,00 b, 5 
Argyrops s p i n i f e r  49,00 4,b 
JELLYFISH 566,00 53,& 
l @  M25 $1' E064 20' 3 Z 3 , 6  6667,; Lepturacanthus savaia b000,00 89,F 
Kr i l l  300,CO 4,4 
Srorberuides coesersonianus 130,80 l ,  9 
Megalaspis cordyla 130,40 1,9 
16 N25 06' E0b4 42' 1W,8 397,b Arius sp l;(~,$@ ~ 0 , 1  
MURAENESOX IDBE 80,90 20,1 
OtoI i the5 r ~ b e ;  / - , b u  18,1 
Syenura sp. 50,00 12,J 
Ci?idISE NO. 1. 5-16. SEPTEMBER 1983. 
TIOE STI4 oEAR -1KpIti-ifl)- --~OCiIi~iii- CATCH (KG) -------------- WEIGTH ( K G )  
2d:E CTAET Mo. TYPE BOTTOI! GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TDTAL PR HR DOWINANT SPECIEC PR hi3 Z 








Parapenaeopsis styl iferz 




!0.$9 1955 25 PT 266 70 N25 00' E063 36' 145,O 330,O Lepturacanthus savala 
1 ~ . i j ?  ~ ~ 0 5  26 ET 33 33 I 2 5  01' EG65 32' 87,9 16,7 Tt-ichiurus lepturus 
Arius 5p 
Otoli thes ruber 
Saurida tuebii 
11.31 0:45 27BT 24 24 N?507'E06545' 56,T l!3,4 Ariussp 
Otoli the5 ruber 
Otolithes r~he r  
Argyrops spinifer 




11.09 1215 30 ET 65 65 M25 00' E065 58' 2554, 6 5107,2 Trichluru.; iepturus 
li.;'? i410 31 BT 97 97 !J25 53' 55' 1346,- CCIAENIDAE 
Mernipterus japonicus 




CRUISE NO. 1. 5-16. SYPTEMCIR 1983. 
T I HE CTN GEAR -~EPti-!Hl- - - ~ ~ ~ N - -  CATCH (K61 WEIGTH (K%) 
:$TE START Mu. TYPE EOTTOH GEAR LATIT. IONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOBINRNT SPECIES PR HR X 
12.37 0740 33 bT 38 38 N24 04' E066 31' 181,4 352,8 Trichiurus lepturus 
l 271,20 74,7 
Lactarius Iactar ias  S2,80 14,5 
Pomadasys hasta 20,4Ci 5,6 
Gyinura sp. 4,40 1,2 
12.09 0730 34 %T 31 31 N24 58' E066 32' 1265,4 2530,E Arius sp 2000,OO 79,O 
Pomadasys hasta 202,BO 8,O 
T r i c h i ~ r u s  lepturus 50,OO 1,9 
Poiadasys opercularis 38,OO 1,s 
12.09 135 35 BT 73 73 N24 40' E066 25' 7 ,  143,B Trichiurus lepturus 56,OO 38,9 
Neaipterus japonicus 37,OO 25,7 
Sphyraena obtusata 18,OO 12,5 
Leiognathus sp 13,80 9,5 
12.09 1950 3bPT 115 10 N2417'E0655BJ 140,O 280,O HYCTOPHIDAE 242,OO 86,4 
Cphyraena obtusata 25,bO 9,l 
Champsodon sp. 7,20 2,5 
l Echeneis sp 4,40 1,5 
i2.09 2245 37 PT 74 55 N24 21' E066 17' 1001,5 2003,O Neaipterus japonicus 400,OO 19,9 ! JELLYFICH 1600,QO 79,8 
l 
l 13.09 0415 38 BT 22 22 N24 36' E066 55' 181,8 363,b Pomadasys hasta 157,50 43,s 
Argyrosoius hololepidotus 32,80 ?,O 
Sci aenidae. unidentif ied 27,OO 7,4 
l Frotonibea diacanthus 26,20 7,2 
! 13.09 0715 39 BT 77 ?7 N24 21' E066 43' 110,l 220,2 Trichiurus lepturus 216,80 98,4 
13.?9 1015 40 %T 87 B7 N24 08' E066 26' 106,l 212,2 Trichiurus lepturus 196,OO 92,3 
I Arioaiga indica 4,bO 2,l 
Ne~ipterus japoni cus 4,40 2,O 
Cerioiina niqrof asciata 3,lO 1,4 
13.09 l410 41 BT P44 244 HP3 55' i066 53' 2!3,0 426,O Cbaepsodon sp. 35?,0O 82,6 
Synagrops adeni 52,OO 12,2 
SCIAENIDAE 17,20 4,5 
13.09 2050 42 f i  J7 20 N24 05' E056 49' 169,2 338,4 Dussumieria acuta 510,OO 62,C 
Cardinel i a  sindensis 22!50 6,h  
JUVENILE FISHEC 15,OO 4,4 
JELLIEiCH 87,OO 25,7 
CRUISE NO. 1. 5-16. SEPTEMBER 1983. 
TINE STI4 GEAR -OEPTH (1)-  ION-- CATCH ( K G )  -------------- YEIGTH ( K G )  
BATE START No. TYPE BOTTON GEAR LilTIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DDHINRIT SPECIES PR HR X 
............................................................................................................... 
1;.09 i305 43 ET 44 44 N24 13' EG66 59' 141,l 282,Z Apogon sp 
Pol ynemus sp, 
Psettodes e r u ~ e i  
Metapenaeus aonoceros 
14.09 0155 44 BT 16 16 N29 00' E067 12' Z6,8 73,h SHRIflPS 
Otoli thes ruber 
Umbrina sp. 
Trichiurus lepturus 




14.13 1110 46 %T 299 299 N23 25' E066 22' 3?,4 64,0 Champsodon sp. 
Mibea aibida 
Harpodon nehereus 
Panul i rus  p o l  yphagus 
14.09 i600 47 BT 124 124 N23 25' E066 38' 78,0 156,0 Nemipterus 5p. 
Pennahia argentata 
Rcropoma japoni cuw 
Chaffipsodon sp. 




14.09 2145 45 PT 64 10 N23 40' E067 04' 24b,4 492,8 Leio~nathus sp 4L7,20 94,8 
Decapterus russel l i  22,55 4 , s  
15.09 OG30 50 YT 27 27 N23 45' E067 15' 231,b 463,2 Pornadasys 3aculatus 
SHRIYPS 
Otoli thes ruter  
Poeadasys hasta 
15.119 C140 51 B: I8 16 W23 97qEO7 7:d' 144,6 289,2 SCIAENIDAE 
Arg yrosomus hol o: epi dotus 
Johnie~ps sp. 
Po~adasys hasta 
CRUISE NO. 1. 5-16. SEPTEiMBER 1983. 
TIEIE STN GEAR -ill-R1- PUCITIOM-- --------m---- EATCH ( K G )  -------------- YEIGTH (KG) 
IIATE STBRT No. TYPE EOTTOR GEAR LATIT. LDNGIT. TUTAL PR HR DUiINANT SPECIES PR HR X 
15.39 Of135 52 PT 24 I 5  N23 45' E067 35' 3b5,4 730,8 Staiephorus sp 30b,50 47,4 
Dussuoieri a acuta 157,50 21,s 
Rhizoprionodon oligalinx 102,OO 13,9 
Poiadasys hasta 80,80 12,l 
Trichiurus lepturus 78,OO 10,b 
!5 .V  0855 53 BT 57 57 N23 37' EOb7 29' 8000,O lbOO0,O Dasyatis sp 
Trichiurus lepturus 
Po~adasys hasta 
Johni eops sp. 
: : . G 7  1230 54 PT 82 b4 N23 22' EOb7 13' 1,s 2, b Saurida undosqua~is 
Rrioaaa indica 
C E P H A L C P ! I D B  
Decapterus sp. 








! L 0 9  0515 57 BT 43 43 N23 40' E067 31' 7980,O 159b0,O Otolithes ruvieri 31b4,OO 19,8 
Poaadasys macul atus 2618,OO lb,4 
Ponadasy s hasta 2100,OO 13,f 
Pol ynemus sp. 1414,OO ?,B 
CRUISE NO. 2. 20  JAN - 2 FEB. 1984. 
CRUISE NO. 2. 20 JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
TIHE STN 6EAR -lllPTti-iii- - POSITlgt4-- ------------- CATCH (KG) HEIGTH (KG) 
DATE START No. TYPE BOTTON GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR 1 
21.01 1335 50 ET 70 70 N24 54' E061 50' 263,b 527,2 Poiadasys iacu la tus 211,20 40,O 
Apolectus niger bb,OO 12,5 
Rhonciscus str idens 51,bO 9,7 
1 SHARK 41,OO 7,7 
21.01 1530 59 ET 125 125 N24 51' EObl 47' 172,b 345,2 Acropoia japonicui 156,OO 45,l 
SHARK 58,OO lb,0 
Arius sp 31,OO 0,9 
6yinura sp. 21,EO b,3 
1 
21.01 1700 b0 ET b7 b7 N24 54' E061 45' 8b9,4 1730,0 DASYATIDAE 315,bO 18,l 
Thryssa v i t r i r o s t r i s  264,OO 15,l 
Paapus argenteus 202,bO 11,b 
Trichiurus lepturus 200,OO 11,s 
21.01 1850 b l B T  9 9 N25 00' E061 40' 120,l 25b,2 Argyrosonus sp. 46,80 10,2 
Nesipterus japonicus 28,00 11,2 
I Paipus argenteus 25,OO 9,7 
Otol i t hes  ruber 22,00 0,0 
21.01 2305 62PT )500 40 N244b'EOb142' 215,O 430,O IYCTOPHIDAE 420,OO 97,b 
Trichiurus lepturus 10,OO 2,3 
22.01 0505 63 ET 110 110 N24 54' E062 06' 290,O 500,O Nei ipterus metopias 





22.01 0645 b4 BT b9 69 N24 57' E062 06' 291,7 503,4 Nesipterus aetopias 
Carangoides ia labar icus 
Pcsadasys macul atus 
l Rhizoprionodon acutus 
! 22.01 0825 65 BT 41 41 N24 59' E062 05' 69b,8 1393,b Carangoides chrysophrys 
Rachycentron canadus 
DRSYRTIDAE 
Scomberoi des coamersoni anus 
22.01 1030 b6 BT 14 14 N25 06' E062 10' 42,3 84,b LOLIGINIDAE 
Gyinura sp. 
A lect is  indicus 
Scoaberomorus guttatus 
22.01 1330 67 ET 18 18 N25 30' E062 22' 34,3 68,6 GYHNURIDAE 
Pteromyl aeus bovinus 
Scoaberomorus commersoni 
LOLIGINIDAE 
Arthron ste1 la tus  
CRUISE NO. 2. 20 JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
............................................................................................................... 
T I NE STN GEAR -WIti~lll- --POSOST_~@td-- CATCH (KG) IPEIGTH (KG) 
DfiTE START No. TYPE BOTTOH GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR 1 
22.01 1455 b@ BT 15 15 N25 09' E062 26' 349,3 698, 6 Epinephelus tauvina 146,OO 20,8 
Argyrops spini f er 133,80 19,l 
Cheimerius nufar 72,OO 10,3 
Dasyatis uarnak 70,00 10,O 
22.01 1740 69 BT 35 35 N25 02' E062 42' 39,5 79,O Rhizoprionodon acutus 20,bO 26,O 
Loligo sp 20,OO 25,3 
Argyrops spinifer 9,BO 12,4 
Pomadasys hasta 9,00 11,3 
Sphyraena jello ?,O0 11,3 
22.01 1920 70 BT 20 20 N2507' EOb242' 323,7 647,4 Powadasysstridens 136,OO 21,O 
Argyrops spinifer lO8,OO 16,b 
Decapterus russel l i  62,00 9,s 
Cheiaerius nufar 31,OO 4,7 
22.01 2135 71 BT l6 16 N25 11' E062 46' 359,3 718,b Powadasys stridens 134,00 18,6 
Pomadasys si nuosus 56,00 7,7 
Argyrops spinifer 55,80 7,7 
Nemipterus metopias 40,00 5,s 
23.01 0130 72 BT 16 16 N25 O@' E063 01' 1180,O 2360,O Pomadasys stridens 644,14 27,2 
Paranibea seeiluctuosa 388,70 16,4 
Epinephelus diacanthus lb1,04 6,8 
Pomadasys hasta 149,92 6,3 
23.01 0320 73 BT 19 19 N25 05' E063 02' 810,S 1621,O Pomadasys hasta 365,30 22,s 
Neiipterus metopias 297,815 18,3 
Argyrops spinifer 179,84 11,O 
Arius sp 168,bO 10,4 
SHARK 168,bO 10,4 
23.01 0755 74 BT 24 24 N24 59' E063 18' 93,6 187,2 Irius sp 54,40 29,O 
Rhizoprionodon acutus 40,00 21,3 
LOLIGINIDAE 19,bO 10,4 
Nenipterus ietopi as 11,bO 6,1 
23.01 0945 75BT 15 15 N2507'E063 18' 280,3 560,6 Argyropsspinifer 159,00 28,3 
Gyenura sp. 100,OO 17,8 
Diagramma picta 43,40 7,7 
Scomberomorus coenersoni 39,60 7,0 
23.01 1205 76 BT 13 13 N25 11' E063 37' 92,l 184,2 Gyenura sp. 74,60 40,4 
Dasyatis sp 28,bO 15,s 
Rhizoprionodon acutus 28,OO 15,2 
Argyrops spinifer 10,50 5,7 
23.01 1400 77 BT 17 17 N25 07' E063 36' 419,O 838,0 Decapterus russelli 551,00 65'7 
Rhizoprionodon acutus B9,60 10,b 
Argyrops spinifer 49,OO 5,8 
HYLIOBATIDAE 43,OO 5,l 
# 
CRUISE NO. 2.  2 0  JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
TI HE ST# GEAR -~~-~i'4'4- --POS'OS~~-- CATCH (K61 WEIGTH (KG) 
DATE CTBRT Mo. TYPE BOTTON GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTIL PR HR DO!INBNT CPECIES PR HR 2 
23.01 1545 78 BT 26 26 N25 01' E063 36' 242,O 484,0 LOLIGINIDAE 214,00 44,2 
Decapterus russel li 140,00 28,9 
negalaspis cordyla 40,bO 0,3 
Rhizoprionodon acutus 29, 60 b, 1 
23.01 2255 79 BT 103 103 N24 56' E063 48' 44B,2 896,4 Nesipterus ietopias 318,OO 3S,4 
Johnius sp. 309,00 34,4 
Neiipterus japonicus 93,00 10,3 
Pol yneaus sp. 33,00 3,6 
24.01 0250 80 BT l 3  13 N25 13' E063 45' 2500,O 5000,0 Arius sp 2400,00 48,O 
R A Y S  2400,00 48.0 
Decapterus russelli 80,00 1,b 
Thryssa sp 60,00 1,2 
24.01 0500 B1 BT 15 15 N25 09' E063 59' 171,2 342,4 Arius sp 61,40 17,9 
Rhiioprionodon acutus 53,00 15,4 
Decapterus russel li 49,98 14,5 
Epinephelus nalabaricus 41,80 12,2 
24. O! 0725 82 BT 75 75 N24 59' E064 04' l67,3 334,6 Dasyatis uarnak 70,00 ?0,9 
LOLIGINIDAE 48,00 14,3 
Arius sp 34,00 10,l 
Rhiiopri onodon acutus 30,00 8,9 
24.31 1020 83 BT 10 10 N25 10' E064 14' 329,l 658,? Arius sp 170,00 25,8 
Trichiurus lepturus 166,00 25.2 
Gymnura sp. 110,00 lb,7 
Caranguide5 malabaricus 73,00 11.0 
24.01 1215 84 BT 35 35 N24 59' E064 14' 14?,1 264,2 LOLIGINIDAE 160,OO 56,: 
Gvmnura sp. 35'40 12,4 
Rhizoprionodon acutus 21,40 7,5 
Scomberonorus coamer soni 15,110 5.4 
24.01 14?0 62 BT 19 19 N25 03' E064 23' 282,5 565,0 CARCHARHINIDAE 19B,60 35.1 
HYLIOBATIDAE 71,60 12,b 
Pomadasys hasta 66,OCi 11,6 
Scoiberoides coimersonianus 35,20 6,2 
24.C1 1550 63BT 9 9 N25 10' E064 30' 204.8 409,6 Lactarius lactarius 204,OO 49,8 
A A Y C  100,00 24.4 
Trichiurus lepturus 42,w 10,2 
SHBRK 23.40 5.7 
24.01 1810 87 ET 28 28 N25 00' E064 31' 440,O 880,0 P o ~ a d a s y s  maculatus 3bi1,OO 40,9 
Trichiurus lepturus 23ii,O0 26, i 
Pomadasys stridens 130,00 14,7 
Gymnura sp. 40,00 4,s 
CRUISE NO. 2 .  20 JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
___________________-------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------ 
DATE 
TIHE STAI GEAR -BEE?j-HL- 




TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT CPECIES 
WEIGTH (KG) 
PR HR X 
24.01 2040 88 ET 18 18 N25 04' E064 38' 172,8 345,b Nemipterus sp. 93,OO 26,9 
Trichiurus lepturus 72,OO 20,8 
Ac anthopagrus berda 63,bO 18,4 
PLATYCEPHALIDAE 25,OO 7,2 
24.01 2215 E9 BT 14 14 N25 10' E064 46' 101,4 202,8 Arius sp 80,OO 39,4 
Otol i thes ruber 24,OO 11,8 
Trichiurus lepturus 20,OO 9,0 
Saurida sp, 16,OO 7,8 
25.01 0035 90 BT 46 46 N25 05' E064 52' 526,2 1052,4 Lactarius lac ta r ius  315,40 29,9 
Poradasys iacu la tus 216,bO 20,5 
Johnieops sp. 140,bO 13,3 
leisipterus eetopi as 125,40 11,9 
25.01 0250 91 BT 15 15 N24 15' E065 00' 144,4 433,2 Poradasys sp. 121,50 28,O 
Neripterus ie top ias 42,OO 9,6 
Argyrops s p i n i f e r  37,50 8,6 
Poaadasys hasta 31,50 7,2 
25.01 0655 92 BT 46 46 N25 10' E065 11' 291,0 582,O Pomadasys hasta 144,OO 24,7 
Argyrosoaus hololepidotus 140,OO 24,O 
Lactar ius lac ta r ius  53,bO 9,2 
D t o l i  thes ruber 49,bO 8,s 
25.01 0845 93 BT l 8  18 N25 15' E065 15' 122,l 244,2 Tr ichiurus lepturus 9b,0O 39,3 
Poradasys coinersonni 64,60 26,4 
Poeadasys hasta 25,40 10,4 
Dasyatis j enk ins i i  14,OO 5,7 
25.01 1045 94 BT 46 46 N25 07' E065 18' 9E,0 196,0 Gymnura sp. 80,OO 40,8 
Carangoi des chrysophrys 30,bO 15,b 
Pteroaylaeus bovinus 28,OO 14,2 
Argyrops sp in i fe r  22,OO 11,2 
LOLIGINIDAE 20,OO 10,2 
25.01 1330 95 ET 23 23 N25 10' E065 24' 127,2 254,4 6YHNURIDAE 64,00 25,4 
Argyrops sp in i fe r  62,00 24,3 
Alutera ionoceros 55,bO 21,8 
Tr ichiurus lepturus 36,OO 14,l 
25.01 1530 96 ET 13 13 N25 16' E065 32' 165,l 330,l Arius sp 115,20 34,8 
Argyrops sp in i  f er 90,20 27,3 
Parpus argenteus 30,OO 9,O 
Trichiurus lepturus 30,OO 9,U 
25.01 1705 97 BT 22 22 M25 08' E065 30' 323,3 646,6 Tr ichiurus lepturus 420,OO 64,9 
Gyinura sp. 120,00 18,5 
Poiadasys s t r idens 22,40 3,4 
Posadasys hasta 17,OO 2,b 
CRUISE NO. 2. 20  JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
............................................................................................................... 
T I K STM 6EAR -lll~T_iii(l~~- --f!OSST_L@-- CATCH ( K G )  WEIGTH (KG1 
DBTE START No. TYPE BOTTOH GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR i: 
25.01 1855 98BT 41 41 N2500'E06531J 216,4 432,8 Poaadasyseaculatus 98,00 22,6 
Otol i thes cuvieri 86,40 19,9 
Lactarius l ac ta r ius  65,60 15,l 
Nesipterus eetopias 46,40 10,7 
25.01 2110 99 BT 21 21 N25 07' E065 38' 472,0 944,O Dasyatis jenkinsii 400,OO 42,3 
Epinephelus salabaricus 160,OO 16,9 
Arius sp 150,OO 15,8 
Pteroiylaeus bovinus 70,00 7,4 
25.01 2325 100 BT 16 16 N25 16' E065 45' 738,8 1477,b Arius sp 850,00 57,5 
R A Y S  180,OO 12,i 
Argyrososus hololepidotus 120,00 8 , l  
Otoli thes ruber 119,00 8,O 
26.01 0125 101BT 23 23 N2507'E06545' 871,9 1743,8 Ar iussp  lb00,00 91,7 
Lutjanus sp 51,00 2,9 
Argyrosomus hololepidotus 47,40 2,7 
Poaadasys hasta 24,00 1,3 
26.01 0405 102 BT b8 68 N25 01' E065 48' 214,6 429,2 Mernipterus japonicus 120,OO 27,9 
Johnieops sp. 62,40 14,5 
Otolithes ruber 48,00 11,l 
R A Y S  40,OO 9,3 
26.01 0550 103BT 63 63 N2507'EOb553' 300,O 600,O Lac ta r ius lac ta r ius  193,20 32,2 
Posadasys hasta 95,00 15,8 
Neiipterus wetopias %,O0 9,3 
Neaipterus japonicus 43,40 7,2 
26.01 0740 104 BT 16 16 W25 19' EObb 00' 111,O 222,0 Scowberomorus gut ta tus  100,60 45'3 
Trichiurus lepturus 38,20 17,2 
LOLIGIMIDAE 29,OO 13,O 
Arius sp 19,00 B,5 
26.01 1000 105 BT 98 98 N25 02' E066 00' 249,4 498,8 Lactarius l ac ta r ius  lb4,80 33,0 
Pampus argenteus 120,BO 24,2 
Trichiurus l epturus 50,OO 10,O 
Arius sp 40,00 8,O 
26.01 1540 106 BT l03 103 N24 57' E066 06' 774,2 1548,4 Dasyatis jenkinsii 000,OO 51,6 
Pornadasys hasta llb,00 7,4 
Johnius belangerii 92,00 5,9 
Otolithes cuvieri 90,OO 5,B 
2b.01 1015 107 BT 03 83 N25 04' E066 12' 210,4 420,8 Lactarius l ac ta r ius  110,00 26,l 
Trichiurus lepturus 60100 14,2 
Neaipt~rus setopi as 53,00 12,5 
Mernipterus japonicus 45,OO 10,5 
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C R U I S E  NO. 2. 20  J A N  - 2 FEB 1984 
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TIME STN GEAR -oE_PIH-!Hl- --~cP~I!~~-- CATCH ( K G )  WEIGTH (K61 
DATE START No. TYPE BOTTOR GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOIINANT SPECIES PR HR % 
29.01 1325 118 ET 86 86 N24 16' E061 11' 612,9 1225,8 Selar crumenophthalwus 352,OO 20,7 
Neiipterus metopias 308,OO 25,l 
Ariomra indi ca 209,OO 17,O 
Decapterus russell i 176,OO 14,3 
28.01 1635 l 19  PT 74 40 N24 27' E066 27' 100,O 200,O Leiognathus sp 170,OO 85,O 
LOLIGINIDAE 30,OO 15,O 
28.01 1810 120 ET 67 67 N24 28' E066 29' 245,O 490,O Newipterus aretopias 116,80 23,8 
Poiadasys hasta 68,30 13,9 
Neii pterus japonicus 52,OO 10,b 
Saurida sp. 51,20 10,4 
28.01 2125 121 ET 31 31 N24 39' E066 47' 102,5 205,O Nemipterus japonicus 40,OO 19,s 
Argyrops spini fer  39,bO 19,3 
Poradasys hasta 30,OO 14,6 
Platycephalus sp. 21,OO 10,2 
29.01' 0025 122 PT 29 25 N24 29' E066 55' 170,O 340,O Ctolephorus sp 247,70 72,8 
Trichiurus lepturus 60,OO 17,6 
Scomberororus guttatus 12,60 3,7 
Loligo sp 10,OO 2,9 









29.01 0755 125 BT 97 97 N24 03' E066 19' 162,b 325,2 Decapterus russel l i  
Wemipterus metopi as 
Carangoides chrysophrys 
Epinephelus episticus 




27.01 1400 127 BT 88 88 N24 04' E066 24' &03,9 603,9 Nealpterus wetopias 243,OO 40,2 
Decapterus russel l i  135,00 22,: 
Saurida tumbil 36,09 5,9 
LOLIGIWIDAE 30,60 5,0 
CRUISE NO. 2. 20 J A N  - 2 FEB 1984 
............................................................................................................... 
TIME STN 6EAR -BEPTH (H) --JX[S[g~-- ----------m-- CATCH (KG) -------------- WEIGTH (KG) 
DATE START No. TYPE BOTTOH 6EAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR X 
29.01 1715 120 PT 72 72 N24 01' E066 32' 75,O 150,O Leiognathus sp 150,OO 100,O 
30.01 0425 129 BT 03 83 N23 37' E067 01' 221,2 442,4 Neripterus i e t o p i a s  08,40 19,9 
Nei ip terus japonicus 78,20 17,6 
Saurida tuabi  l 69,70 15,7 
Piatycephalus sp. 62,90 14,2 
30.01 O800 130 BT 22 22 N23 48' E067 17' 67,0 135,b LOLIGINIDIE 22,OO 16,2 
Argyrops s p i n i f e r  10,60 13,7 
SEPI IDAE 13,70 10,l 
Alutera ionoceros 13,20 9,7 
30.01 0910 131 PT 21 1 N23 48' E067 18' 1,O 2,O JELLYFISH 
SNAKE 
30.01 1220 132 BT 19 19 N23 46' E067 27' 45,7 91,4 Argyrops s p i n i f e r  48,80 53,3 
Saurida tumbi l 16,60 10,l 
Acanthopagrus berda 10,OO 10,9 
SHARK 4,OO 4,3 
30.01 1405 133 PT 40 35 N23 44' E067 33' 1500,O 3000,O Leiognathus sp 2900,OO 96,6 
Hobula diabolus 100,OO 3,3 
30.01 1605 134 BT 19 19 N23 43' E067 38' 44,7 89,4 LOLIGINIDAE 17,40 19,4 
Argyrops s p i n i f e r  17,20 19,2 
Acanthopagrus berda 15,bO 17,4 
Plectorhynchus n igrus  12,60 14,O 
Sardinel l a  s indensis 11,80 13,l 
30.01 1025 135 BT 14 14 N23 34' E067 50' 160,3 336,b Epinephelus i a laba r i cus  240,OO 71,3 
C R A B S  . 32,OO 9,5 
SHARK 12,OO 3,5 
Lepturacanthus savala 10,bO 3,l 
30.01 1935 136 PT 17 1 N23 33' E067 50' 450,O 900,O Sard ine l la  s indensis 064,OO 96,O 
Stolephorus sp 20,OO 2,2 
SHIRK 16,OO 1,7 
30.01 2230 137 ET 23 23 N23 30' E067 33' 45,5 91,O Dasyatis j e n k i n s i i  20,60 31,4 
TRIACANTHIDAE 14,60 16,O 
SEPIIDAE 7,60 8,3 
TETRAODONTIDAE b,50 7,l 
31.01 0140 138 BT 60 60 N23 38' E067 15' 202,0 405,b Lactar ius  I a c t a r i u s  100,80 24,8 
Neripterus japonicus 61,20 15,O 
Leiognathus sp 42,OO 10,3 
O to l i  thes ruber 37,20 9,1 
CRUISE NO. 2. 20 JAN - 2 FEB 1984 
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TIdE STN GEAR -)EPIH_jjj- - POSITIOoN_- CATCH (KG) WEIGTH (K61 
DBTE START No. TYPE EOTTOW GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR X 
31.01 0500 139 ET 81 82 N23 27' E067 12' 212,O 424,0 Nemipterus metopias 137,60 32,4 
Nesipterus japonicus 86,40 20,3 
Platycephalus sp. 68,80 lb,2 
Saurida sp. 62,40 14,7 
31.01 0705 140 BT 25 25 N23 20' E067 23' 134,l 268,2 Arius sp 96,00 35,7 
degalaspis cordyla 43,40 16,l 
LOLItiINIDAE 24,00 8,9 
TETRAODONTIDAE 18,50 6,8 
3!.01 0850 141 PT 25 10 N23 18' E067 25' 58,0 174,O Leiognathus sp 135,00 77,5 
Rhizoprionodon o1 igolinx 22,80 13,l 
FISH LARVAE 9,00 5,l 
Scomberoides conmersoni anus 5,40 3,1 




31.01 1330 143 ET 107 107 N23 19' E066 58' 592,5 1185,O Sphyraena obtusata 
Ilisha sp. 
LOLIGINIDAE 
Nesipterus metopi as 
3.01 1758 144 BT 135 135 N23 12' E066 47' 836,5 1673,O Neripterus metopias 
Acroposa japonicum 
SCIAENIDAE 
l Poiadasys hasta 
31.fi1 2300 145 BT 113 113 N23 03' E067 06' ll9,O 238,0 Nemipterus metopias 
Nemipterus japonicus 
Otoli thes cuvieri 
pol yn&tus heptadactylus 
01.02 0125 146 PT 130 40 N23 l?' E066 55' 52,0 104,O HYCTOPHIDAE 
Sphyraena sp. 
Kri l l 
01.02 0715 147 ET 117 Il7 N23 38' E066 32' 309,O b18,0 Nemipterus metopias 
Rhizopri onodon acutus 
Nemipterus japonicus 
Epinephelus diacanthus 
01.02 0950 148BT 84 84 N2350'E06650' 52,? 104,4 Trichiuruslepturus 




CRUISE NO. 2. 20 JAN - 2 FEB 1984. 
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TIHE STN GEAR KD-[t4)- -_PoSiT_~~-- CATCH (K61 WEIGTH (K61 
DATE START No. TYPE BOTTON GEAR LATIT. LORGIT. TOTAL PR HR DORINANT SPECIES PR HR X 
01.02 1310 149 BT 19 19 N24 03' E067 10' 47,O 94,O Bcanthopagrus berda 46,OO 40,9 
L o l i g o  sp 15,OO 15,9 
Gymnura sp. 13,OO 13,8 
Saurida tumbi l  7,OO 7,4 
01.02 1645 150 BT 19 19 N24 17' E067 06' 340,O 1360,O Stolephorus sp 1112,OO Bl,? 
Sardinel  l a  sp. 160,OO 12,3 
Rcanthopagrus berda 62,OO 4,s 
01.02 2020 151 ET 03 03 N24 02' E066 40' 120,5 257,O Nei ip terus  metopias 63,60 24,7 
Remipterus japonicus 44,40 17,2 
Saurida sp. 42,96 16,7 
Platycephalus sp. 20,20 10,9 
01.02 2325 152 BT 100 100 N23 51' E066 23' 373,l 746,2 Nei ip terus  metopias 505,OO 70,3 
Saurida tumbi l  39,OO 5,2 
Nemipterus japonicus 37,bO 5,O 
Oto l i t hes  c u v i e r i  30,OO 4,O 
C:E'tU%SE NO. 3 .  2 - I 2  JUNE 1 9 8 4 .  
CRUISE NO. 3 .  2 - 12 JUNE1984. 
............................................................................................................... 
T I ME STN 6EAR -~E~lH-~-U[- - - ~ ~ l ~ & - -  CATCH (KG) WEIGTH (KG) 
ERTE START No. TYPE BOTTOH GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT SPECIES PR HR X 
04.06 2110 96 PT 127 45 N23 02' E067 04' 11,2 22,4 HYCTOPHIDAE 15,OO 66,9 
Sardinel l a  longiceps 2,bO 11,6 
Tr ich iurus lepturus 1,80 8,0 
Leiognathus sp 1,bO 7,l 
05.06 0315 98 BT 23 23 N23 22' E067 40' 234,2 46B,4 SHRIHPS 88,OO 18,7 
Tr ich iurus lepturus 72,OO 15,3 
Pol yneeus sextar ius  4B,OO 10,2 
Ar ius sp 43,20 9,2 
R A Y S  100,OO 21,3 
05.06 0815 99 BT b0 60 N23 31' E062 25' 276,s 553,O Carangoides malabaricus 96,OO 17,3 
Sauri da tumbi l  B0,OO 14,4 
Nenipterus iaponicus 72,OO 13,O 
Spyraena putnami ae 56,OO 10,l 
05.06 1235 100 BT 112 112 N23 17' E066 57' 124,8 249,b Tr ich iurus lepturus 100,OO 40,O 
Nei ip terus japonicus 68,OO 27,2 
Arioema ind i ca  20,OO 8,0 
Dussumi e r i  a acuta lb,00 6,4 
05.06 1800 101 PT 183 30 N23 23' E066 32' 20,O 40,0 HYCTOPHIDAE 40,OO 100,O 
06.06 0140 102 BT 20 20 N23 50' E067 19' 91,b 1B3,2 Argyrosonus sp. 69,80 38,l 
K r i l l  32,00 17,4 
Poiadasys bayanus 21,20 11,s 
F o r i i o  n iger  12,EO 6, 9 
06.06 0830 104 ET 93 93 N23 47' E066 79' 73,6 147,2 Tr ich iurus lepturus 60,OO 40,7 
Neaipterus japonicus 30,00 20,3 
Ariomna i n d i  ca 18,60 12,b 
CARCHARHINIDAE 12,00 8, 1 
06.06 1030 105 BT 115 115 N23 40' E066 28' 102,3 245,s Neripterus japonicus 86,40 35,l 
Lut janus mal abaricus 46,EO 19,O 
Epinephelus diacanthus 20,16 8,2 
Argyrops s p i n i f e r  18,72 7,6 
06.06 1513 106 BT 105 105 N23 52' E066 23' 95,4 715,s Nemipterus japonicus 536,25 74,9 
Selar crumenopht halmus 48,75 b, 8 
Leiognathus sp 33,75 4,7 
Tr ich iurus lepturus 31,50 4,4 
l 
l ' CRUISE NO. 3 .  2 - 12 JUNE 1984. ----------------------------------------------*---------------------------------------------------------------- 
, T I ME CTN GEAR -WJii-(DQ4- - - ~ ~ ~ L l ~ - -  CATCH (K61 MEIGTH ( K G )  
l PATE START No. TYPE BOTTO! GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOHINANT CPECIES PR HR 1 
36.06 l845 107 BT 67 67 N24 09' E066 51' 141,3 202,b Pomadasys hasta 140,OO 49,5 
Leiagnathus sp 62,20 22,O 
Ilisha melastorna 14,40 5,O 
Neiipterus japonicus 12,20 4,3 
06.06 2120 108 BT 22 22 N24 10' E067 04' 310,2 620,4 Trichiurus lepturus 140,OO 22,5 
Harpodon sp. 57,40 9,2 
Gymnura sp. 56,OO 9,O 
Huraenesox bagi o 56,OO 9,O 
l 




07.06 0715 110 PT 240 70 N23 59' E066 00' 2,O 4,0 Benthosema pterotue 
07.06 0845 111 PT 240 75 N23 59' 'E065 59' 3,O 6,O Benthoserna pterotum 




07.06 1855 113 BT 31 31 N24 44' E066 40' 393,i 1572,4 Trichiurus lepturus 400,OO 25,4 
Otoli thes ruber 336,OO 21,3 
Lactarius lactarius 160,OO 10,l 
Thryssa sp 104,OO 6,6 
07.06 2030 114 PT 33 1 N24 45' E066 31' 518,4 1036,0 Trichiurus lepturus 
SHRIHPS 
Thryssa sp 
Cpyraena putnaai ae 
08.06 0155 115 BT 90 90 N24 51' E066 15' 333,b 727,2 Nemipterus japonicus 
Tri chiurus l epturus 
Lepidotri gla bentuviai 
Platycephalus sp. 




08.06 O945 117 PT 93 70 N25 01' E066 00' 15,s 62,0 Leiognathus sp 
Benthosema pterotuni 
CRUISE NO. 3 .  2 - 12 JUNE 1984. 
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T I #E STN GEAR  il- - - ~ ~ T _ l ~ - -  -- - -------- CATCH (KG) WEIGTH (K61 
DATE START No. TYPE BOTTOfl GEAR LATIT. LONGIT. TOTAL PR HR DOtlINANT SPECIES PR HR % 
08.06 1535 i18 BT 95 95 N25 05' E066 00' 544,7 1089,4 Nereipterus japonicus 666,40 bl,l 
Trichiurus lepturus 95,20 8,7 
Lagocephalus sp 85,OO 7,8 
Argyrosoaus hololepidotus 84,OO 7,7 
08.06 1830 119 BT 26 26 N25 12' E065 56' 324,O 648,O Trichiurus lepturus 200,OO 30,8 
Pennahia sp. 90,OO 13,8 
Hegalaspis cordyla 55,80 8,b 
Poaadasys hasta 54,OO 8,3 
08.04 1955 120 PT 18 1 N25 16' E065 58' 29,9 89,7 Sconberoaorus comaersoni 23,40 26,O 
Cconberoaorus guttatus 18,OO 20,O 
Lactar ius lac ta r ius  10,80 12,O 
Spyraena putnamiae 9,90 11,0 
Trichiurus lepturus 9,OO 10,O 
09.06 0130 121 BT 20 20 N25 10' E065 40' 96,7 193,4 Acanthopagrus sp. 48,OO 24,0 
Trichiurus lepturus 40,OO 20,b 
Ancharius brevibarbis 30,40 15,7 
Po~adasys coaimersonni 20,OO 10,3 
09-06 0640 122 BT 22 22 N25 11' E065 24' 2000,O 4000,O Trichiurus lepturus 1600,OO 40,O 
Pennahia sp. 520,OO 13,O 
Ancharius brevibarbis 400,OO 10,O 
DASYATIDAE 312,OO 7,8 
09.06 0955 123 BT 27 27 N25 12' E065 14' 2499,7 7499,l Trichiurus lepturus 4500,OO 60,O 
Ancharius brevibarbis 1500,OO 20,O 
Poaadasys comaersonni 247,20 3,2 
Pennahia sp. 232,80 3,l 
09.06 1330 125 BT 19 19 N25 10' E065 00' 640,7 1297,4 Trichiurus lepturus 300,00 23,l 
Pennahia sp. 300,OO 23,1 
fluraenesox bagi o 120,OO 9,2 
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